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Abstract: Nowadays, transport systems efficiency plays a key role for communities’ liveability and economy, being in addition an important factor in the economic integration of countries. The purpose of the article is to develop multi-stage models of tourist activities for optimizing the development of operating companies. For the implementation of models, the authors evolved the relevant system of organizational-functional support for the development of railway tourism. The research will enable us to take into consideration risks when planning tourist routes by railway, determine the order of construction or start of routes, and assess their profitability. This will provide to earn the expected incomes of all interested parties in tourist activities for the specified period. The authors created economic-mathematical models of the discrete optimal planning of the railway tourism operations. This takes into account conditions of risks and cooperation, and allows to determine which sets of effective routes are the most profitable ones. The results of the realization of the developed models include the task of the succession of the tourist route introduction according to the present and future infrastructure, availability of the rolling stock, etc. In this, consideration is given to obtaining maximum profit from tourism businesses for every participant during an established period.
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1. Introduction

The transport sector has always acted as a main element for development and economic growth of any country and is a fundamental component of its infrastructures. Efficient operation of transport systems is a prerequisite for national security, development of foreign economic spheres of activity, ensuring living standards of the population, etc. Nowadays, transport is an important factor in the economic integration of countries and the development of international cooperation. It provides “communication”, including cultural exchange (both between continents and individual regions), and promotes the fulfillment of the aesthetic needs in all segments of the population [1].

Railway transport is fundamental to the world economy as it moves passengers and tourists, as well as hauls freight and luggage [2,3]. Factors such as overload and accidents on roads, air pollution, noise from vehicles, etc. have made railway systems one of the main components in reliable mobility of the population [4,5].

Railway transport has the following number of advantages over other modes [6]:
- Reducing adverse effects on climatic changes and human health;
- Noise of railway origin is less annoying than noise from other modes of transport;
• In comparison with motor transport, railways require the smallest allocation of land based on a per ton-kilometer and passenger-kilometer (since the transportation land use is one of the impact indicators on the biological diversity of the planet);  
• Minor cost of tickets and tourist services;  
• Compliance with the balance between capacity and comfort in trains;  
• Specifications of rolling stock design allow providing anti-epidemiological measures.

Over the past few decades, industry has undergone sustainable growth [7]. Since 2018, the number of vehicles increased by 20,000 units, and the global railway network was extended to 23,300 km. At the end of 2019, railway transport reached a record market value of EUR 177 billion, to a large extent thanks to investments in rolling stock, infrastructure, and railway control [8].

The COVID-19 coronavirus pandemic broke this by causing slackening in the rate of passenger and freight traffic. This led to the rescheduling and cancellation of orders, a significant decrease in the scope of services, etc. Despite these challenges, the attractiveness of the railway will quickly recover and continue its development [9,10]. The stability and demand of the industry give hope that there will be an average annual rate of growth until 2025 [8]. In addition, political initiatives, such as the European Green Deal, would continue to promote demand for “railroads” decisions. Due to ongoing efforts and thorough orientation to overcome obstacles, railway companies can hope for further development [11–13].

In the social sphere, railroads make a positive contribution to the implementation of the reliable mobility concept—high standards of safety of railway transportation allowed [14]:  
- To save human life: many accidents and fatalities were avoided due to centralized control of railway transport;  
- To create a space where people can meet and communicate (even in terms of the pandemics) while performing all sanitary requirements.

One of the active-popular components of transport is railway tourism that acts as an effective tool for expanding human life space and has an important cultural value. With quarantine restrictions, tourism (as well as other industries) has lost its positions in the service market. However, it should be noted that all pandemic and uncertain times will sooner or later end.

While organizing tourist transportation by railway, it is desirable for tourist operators to take into account external and internal risks [15]. Therefore, the purpose of the article is to develop multi-stage models of tourist activities to optimize the development of operating companies in the organization of railway tourism. This will help to determine the optimal (according to a certain criterion) group of routes and sequence of their putting into operation at a certain area. This will contribute to improving the moral, psychological, and financial position of all parties involved—the participants in tourist traffic.

Tourism is one of the fastest-developing and highly profitable branches of world economies. Railway tourism has recently become especially popular among different kinds of people who are partial towards traveling. It is assumed that traveling by railway has some definite advantages compared with other means of transport: possibilities to obtain services of “bed and meals”, good environmental atmosphere, safety, relatively low fares, etc.

Nowadays, tourism is one of the fastest-developing, dynamic, and manifold branches of business all over the world. The profit of enterprises with tourist services has been growing [16]. Rail freightage is tightly connected with tourism, and in many cases rail freightage is multimodal.

Railways of many countries in the world use such service as railway tourism as a sustainable way to receive additional revenues. Travels by train attract both locals and foreigners. The railway excursions in old-fashioned cars on the narrow gauges are very popular. Among the successful railway tourist transportations are the following examples [17–19].
In the USA operates the Georgetown railway, a narrow-gauge line only 7.2 km long that ascends an elevation of 200 m above the sea level. For more than a century, it has been a very popular tourist attraction: a classic train with old-fashioned cars, powered by steam locomotive traction that carries passengers, gradually climbing the bridge of 30 m height. In India operates a narrow-gauge mountain railway Nilgiri with a length of 46 km, connecting Mettupalayam and Udahanadalam. Another famous narrow-gauge railway in the world is the one on which passes the tourist train «Bernina Express», the route being Chur (Switzerland) to Tirano (Italy). The railway between Thailand and Burma or “Death Railway”, which was built during the Second World War, is very popular with tourists. In Serbia, one offers for tourists twice-a-day train travel by “Nostalgia” at the 13 km narrow-gauge railway between the stations Mokra Gora and Sharhan Vitas. In Hungary, there are narrow-gauge railways in the cities of Palhaza, Miskolc, and Nyiregyhaza. They pass through the mountains and valleys, opening to tourists picturesque landscapes. In England at tourists’ disposal is the smallest operating narrow-gauge railway in the world “Romney”, with the gauge of only 381 mm. The biggest narrow-gauge railway network is in Japan. In Argentina, the most famous among the tourists is the so-called “Train to the Clouds”. During the travel, the train passes 29 bridges, 21 tunnels, and 13 viaducts.

The analysis of the literature on the theme allows us to state that railway transport is rational both from the point of view of safety and ecology of multimodal traveling. On the continent these kinds of transport are rather convenient and accessible as for the price parameters.

It should be mentioned that in the contemporary scientific literature the problems of formation and development of the tourist infrastructure have not been completely investigated yet. At the same time, formation of the new tourist routes which can be attractive for all the stakeholders (tourists, enterprises tourism businesses, and state) is a topical issue nowadays.

The main role for the development of tourist traffic on the railways play the following factors:

- The presence of existing infrastructure of railway tracks that is reconstructed or rebuilt and corresponds to the established standards of safety, motion speed, travel comfort, and is properly maintained.
- The presence of the developed tourist infrastructure around the railway.
- The presence of beautiful nature, places for active recreation, places for quiet rest, thermal waters for therapeutic tourism, resorts, local national characteristics, and nature reserves.
- The presence of tourists in local hotels that are potential clients of travel company.
- The presence of demand for these types of railway services from domestic and foreign tourists.
- The availability of modern comfortable rolling stock for different kinds of travel services depending on the travel period.
- Conducting efficient promotional campaign to attract the tourists to railway transportation.
- High level of tourist services during the train travel, accommodation in hotels and apartments, meals in restaurants and cafes, transfer and excursion services, high level of camps for active and quiet recreation, etc.
- The attractiveness of tourist routes to suit any taste, which make it possible to attract the maximum number of customers.
- Pricing and tariff policy of tourism companies and their contractors, which should take into account the cost of tourist services of the companies that use automobile transport for tourist transportation.

The final choice of tourist traffic should be justified by a methodological approach that is based on the principle of determining the actual number of passengers and revenues from tourist transportations on the certain routes and economic calculations.
This article mainly concerns the problems of the railway usage as a basis for the development of the tourism potential in the regions. The following factors account for its significance. Firstly, from the historical point of view, railways have been forming and representing the most important social, trade, economic, and industrial links among the attractors, “appeal factors” of a region. Secondly, railway transportation is safe and reliable, convenient and comfortable (“a hotel on the rails”), and this means profitability and good environmental conditions. The combination of two mentioned components allows to consider the problems of the development and effective usage of the railway infrastructure as a basis for the growth of the regional tourist potential. The railway tourism, as a rule, operates internally, not internationally. However, in the contemporary conditions of globalization, the wide and long-term activity area can be created for the international railway transport and multimodal tourism. In our research the most attention is given to the railway transport; as for automobile transport, it is considered as a transfer means—carrying tourists from railways to the places of their interest.

The purpose of the article includes development and future elaboration of the model tourist potential of the region. This should be performed with regard for the formation of the tourist railway infrastructure. Being different from the known models, the content-mathematical models, proposed by us, are designed for the effective development of the tourist business on the basis of formation and application of the railway infrastructure. These models take into account several factors: first of all, some members of the project who are highly interested in it, then long-term period of the infrastructure project realization, and a lot of factors of uncertainty of different categories, which may be present in the project. As for the grounds for the planning models of tourism development, the following procedures are included: to determine interested parties in the project fulfillment and to establish models of their interaction at the different stages of the project realization; to form tourist routes with the bias on the “appeal factors”; to choose the succession of the “route” introduction (the present and future infrastructure, availability of the rolling stock, etc., are taken into consideration). This should be performed to maximize every party’s planned profit from the tourist activity for an established period of time.

In our research the most attention is given to created economic-mathematical models of the discrete optimal planning of the railway tourism operations. This takes into account conditions of risks and cooperation, and allows to determine sets of effective routes which are most profitable ones, provided they meet the established demands. The latter includes routes which meet maximum criteria of the net costs under the conditions of the established system of demands for the activity of the tourism operators.

2. Brief Literature Review

Many scientific papers are devoted to the development issues of the tourist business. Determining factors influencing the choice of a potential tourist to use any given service is a sufficiently relevant study.

A number of contemporary scientific publications are dedicated to the problems of studying and planning factors that influence tourists’ preferences and their trips [20–23]. The role of “appeal factors” as essential components influencing the choice of tourists’ routes is under the analysis in the paper [24]. Methods and means of providing tourism business growth in different regions, tourist’s safety, ecological problems, etc., are also widely discussed in [25–30]. Here the importance of the factors of safety, comfort, entertainment, and such is marked, too. The issues of safety, and quality of police operation in particular, as one of the main components of the high service level, are represented in the paper [31]. In the article [32], the factors influencing both individual and collective population mobility are under analysis. The model proposed by the authors makes it possible to research migration regularities and to foresee volumes and directions of the traffic. In order to analyze the population mobility, the authors propose to use different—sometimes non-standard—ways (with the help of the trajectory of banknotes, mobile operators or GPS devices). The model developed in means constructing a set of streams of tourists’ trips
with the restrictions of different kinds taken into account. It is stated that people’s trips are not accidental, and in most cases can be easily predicted.

We would like to focus on the fact that tourist and transport services go hand in hand because while traveling, consumers use one or another mode of transport. Therefore, the availability of tourist infrastructure from the viewpoint of transport accessibility is a rather important aspect for choosing a tourist in favor of one or another tourist journey. In the paper [32], the authors also argue that integrating transportation accessibility factors into CGE models will be a crucial factor in future research to properly assess the impact of transportation on tourism. In the paper [33], the direct dependence is established between the aim of a trip and variants of its realization. The model of the event-oriented simulation is represented which takes into account factors of uncertainty and permits to satisfy the maximum client’s demand for the tourist services. At this, the traveling conditions and accommodation, the number of places of interest, travel fares, ways of payment, and other factors are taken into account.

Positive examples of organizing tourist traffic by railways in different countries of the world presented in the Introduction section and the studies of respected scholars point toward the attractiveness of railways as a vehicle during a tourist trip, and sometimes as an independent tourist service (after all, the train can be used as a means of moving, overnight, food. During specially organized stops, tourists can reach places of cultural-historical or other significance by road or water and return to the tourist train again). For example, in [34] the authors highlight a close interaction between the cultural-historical heritage, the presence of railways, and, accordingly, the demand from tourists for traveling to these places. Moderate fare costs, the novelty of impressions, provision of new services to the trains, safety and comfort typical of railway tourism, are in the focus of attention in the article [35]. In the article [36], passenger transport by railway is regarded not only as a business but also as a social function. In order to evaluate the relations of passenger transport by railway and the macroeconomic processes of a country or region, the macroeconomic social turnover indicators, that characterize the passenger transport activity, are chosen, and the methods of economic statistical analysis are used. The interconnection of passenger railway transport’s indicators and Lithuania’s macroeconomic indicators are measured by calculation. The topic of interoperability installation in the Lithuanian railways is presented as well, and the benefits and costs of activities of the main stakeholders in railway transportation are projected.

The planning model of the best tourist routes with the use of rail transport, from the viewpoint of all stakeholders, is determined in the article [37]. A realistic road-rail intermodal transport system can be suitably modeled as a hub-and-spoke (H&S) network for which the parameters are subject to fuzzy uncertainty: demand, cost and time [38]. We find research [39] on the competitiveness of the use of railways. TIMES-DKEMS is a novel methodology [39] paving the way for applying elasticities of substitution to incorporate transport modal shift into TIMES (The Integrated MARKAL-EFOM System) models. Substitution elasticities are defined for four transport demand aggregates, each corresponding to a different distance range class. Within an aggregate, modal demands can adjust their levels according to the defined substitution elasticity and in response to changes of their shadow prices relative to a reference case. Results show that in 2050, 11% of car mobility demand will be substituted by more efficient and less costly modes such as train and coach.

Unfortunately, now many railways are closed due to a smaller passenger volume and, as a consequence, unprofitability [40,41]. The problem of the future of abandoned railways is of great importance [42]. In the article [43,44], options for using railways are studied with the conclusion that one of the best solutions is their re-equipment in the “green zones”. However, we believe that the existing railways are desirable not to close, but to reconstruct.

It should be noted that developed transport infrastructure is not always near the tourist infrastructure. Here there may be a question for investors regarding whether or not to invest in the development of traffic infrastructure and the purchase of new tourist rolling
stock. To solve this task, some scholars conducted a comprehensive study. The paper [45] presents a mathematic model elaborated to determine expedient investor’s shares and probable profits which may be earned from projects associated with improvements of road traffic safety. The paper [46] is the first to study to what extent decision rules, embedded in disaggregate discrete choice models, matter for large-scale aggregate level mobility forecasts. Such large-scale forecasts are a crucial underpinning for many transport infrastructure investment decisions. Authors show, in the particular context of (linear-additive) utility maximization (RUM) and regret minimization (RRM) rules, that the decision rule matters for aggregate level mobility forecasts. They find non-trivial differences between the RUM-based and RRM-based transport model in terms of aggregate forecasts of passenger kilometers, demand elasticities, and monetary benefits of transport policies.

The analysis of the literature on the theme allows us to state that interaction of railway and automobile transport is rational from the point of view of both safety and ecology of multimodal traveling. On the continent these kinds of transport are rather convenient and accessible as for the price parameters.

It should be mentioned that, in the contemporary scientific literature, the problems of formation and development of the tourist infrastructure have not been completely investigated yet. At the same time, formation of the new tourist routes which can be attractive for all the stakeholders (tourists, enterprises tourism businesses, and state) is a topical issue nowadays [47,48].

Having analyzed about 600 tourists railway routes all over the world, we have stated the following [49]:

1. Tourism is a way to expand people’s outlook and life space, as it improves one’s moral state, being a kind of “antidepressant”;
2. For tourists the priority is with the travel safety, then tour fares, the service level, trip duration, and others;
3. The popularity of tourist trains does not depend on the width of the gauge;
4. Both relatively cheap short-term trips, which cost several hundred US dollars, and long-term elite tours, which cost about twenty thousand US dollars, are in demand nowadays;
5. Tourists are inclined to visit more advertised tourist objects.

Considering the fact of the popularity of railway tourist routes in the world, we consider that it is expedient to develop this kind of travel in countries where the tourist and transport (railway) infrastructures operate or they are advanced, or there is an opportunity to develop/build them. We believe that recommendations proposed by us in this study (in the form of economic-mathematical models for planning tourist routes by railway) are sufficiently relevant for all stakeholders of railway tourism—owners of railways, passengers, investors, and other involved persons and organizations [50].

We believe that, firstly, a group of scholars in a country that are interested in the implementation of railway tourism should conduct comprehensive research on the development of tourist and transport industries. In this case, it is necessary to make a revision of all existing railway networks with the definition of its serviceability to organize railway travel. Next, one needs to analyze possible potentially interesting places for visiting by tourists. Next, it is necessary to analyze the statistics of visiting the chosen places of tourist leisure, to determine whether it is possible with the help of side events—the development of transport/tourist infrastructure to increase the demand of potential tourists exactly to these places of rest. It is also necessary to evolve a plan concerning the active advertising products in social networks and other modern popular types of agitation and consumer motivation to choose one or another type of product or service (in our case it is a railway journey). Further, researchers should check the availability and quality of rolling stock, determine how many cars or trains are suitable for the organization of tourist transportation. In the absence of an adequate number of tourist cars/trains, it is necessary to propose measures to purchase them or their self-design projects. Based on the analysis of tourist and transport infrastructure and tourist attraction zones to specific places, one needs to
plan several, from 5 to 15, potentially possible tourist routes. Then, one should apply the model developed by the authors of this article to determine the priority in launching tourist routes; since starting them simultaneously is a sufficiently cash-consuming project, it can be immediately uninteresting for potential investors, because the payback period may be too long (Figure 1).

Railway tourism is a complex of socio-economic relations, combining a wide range of types of industrial and economic activities that are related to the movement of tourists, providing them with the necessary service and full range of services during a trip (transport and infrastructure; hotel and entertainment complex; food industries, etc.) [51,52].
Considering the growing desire of members of society to expand their worldview by traveling, it is meaningful to introduce railway tourism [53]. Thanks to the attractiveness, reliability, and eco-friendly characteristics of railway transport and its infrastructure, such trips can provide (compared to other modes of transport) [54–57]:

- An environmentally friendly way for the movement of tourists that does not depend on weather conditions;
- High-quality comfort during movement, since rail cars have enough space for passengers and luggage in compliance with quarantine norms;
- Physical activity for some groups of people (children, people with disabilities, and elderly age) with the implementation of sanitary requirements during pandemics and catastrophes;
- Affordable pricing policy of traveling by tourist train (with the overnight stays).

All these advantages of railway tourism acquire special relevance in uncertain times. Though railway tourism transportation has its own specifics, at the same time, the availability of railway communication is one of the factors that motivate tourists to travel. An adjusted connection between tourist and transport infrastructures is needed to increase the volume of tourist traffic [58,59]. Therefore, for high-quality work, a company dealing with the organization of railway tourism trips should have clear objectives, specific tasks, competent personnel, modern technologies, a perfect organizational structure of management, and finance. Simultaneously, the company will not be able to operate without customers, investors, and suppliers of various resources [60].

In light of these requirements, the authors have formulated an appropriate system of organizational and functional support for the development of railway tourism. It is endowed with properties and grounded on the principles given in Figure 1.

The essence of the proposed system is to construct a hierarchical structure and verification of specific properties in the system to ensure the effective development of the operating company [61]. The scientific-methodological approach in organizing railway tourism (Figure 2) is based on the use of a description, explaining, and predicting with the help of discrete optimal planning to define the alternative tourist routes (TR) [62]. Therefore, it is necessary to have information concerning the rolling stock, the number of tourists and routes of a tourist train, the number of stops for excursions, nutritional conditions, overnight stays, etc. [63].

In our opinion, a system for ensuring successful operation of companies that will organize rail trips should be based on following principles (Figure 2):

- “Scientificity”—the need to apply scientific methods for assessing the level of innovative development, prospects for its increase, the level of the company’s innovative potential, processing the information obtained, an analysis of investigated trends in the development and predictive scenario for the short-term, and strategic perspective;
- “Integration”—mutually casual and proportionally mutually agreed development of system as a single whole, which ensures the connection of all subsystems and elements;
- “Economic expediency”—cost of measures in a system’s operation for ensuring that the successful functioning of companies that will organize rail trips should not exceed the cost of received economic results from the project realization on the implementation of railway tourism;
- “Multivariation when making the managerial decisions”—the development and analysis of various approaches towards the achievement of the set target points;
- “Scope”—possibility to attract both internal resources of the enterprise (personnel, finance, ideas), and external ones (consultants, loans, venture capital, etc.);
- “Orientation for the consumer of transportation services”—those innovations (external), which are aimed at improving quality of transport services and thus increasing the level of satisfaction of tourists, have the priority in the development process compared to those aimed at improving the organizational structure, as well as methods of calculating indicators (internal) that do not attract the consumer attention;
- “Systematicity”—the system has to be considered as a subsystem of a more complex system, within which the travel company operates; maybe it will be a passenger sector of the great railway;
- “Supply of necessary resources”—financial, informational, material, labor.

For the successful service management of the company, which will organize the tourist rail transport, one needs to use the appropriate organizational and functional support. These include both material and intangible components of ensuring the operation of this company.

Figure 2. The organizational-functional mechanism to support the operation of companies.
Figure 2 presents specific properties and principles which have to be at the basis (according to the authors’ opinion) for the formation and operation of companies.

In the theory of a system, there are following main features, common for all systems: “integrity”; “emergency” (the emergence of new qualities that are not characteristic of the elements that make up a system); “qualitative definition” (a system has its qualitative features that are characteristic of this system and are absent in other systems); “isolation relative to the environment”; “heterogeneity and structuredness”; “interaction with the environment”; and “availability of goals and their complex”.

In addition to those, we believe that the structure of the company organizing rail trips has its own, specific properties, namely, they are as follows:

- “Mixed”—by nature of elements (both wildlife–people and inanimate nature–fixed assets, material values, etc.);
- “Heterogeneous”—since the elements that are part of a system (objects, agents, products, etc.) are different in nature and properties;
- “Controlled”—a system is subject to the focused impact of control bodies of different levels for its effective functioning;
- “Stochastic”—after all, it, like all other socio-economic systems, is not subject to exact prediction;
- “A large complex system”—because it consists of many subsystems. They are divided into many elements with the presence of complex interdependencies between them [64];
- “With joint management”—a system for ensuring the successful functioning of companies that will organize rail trips, contains both elements created by a person (part of fixed assets, working capital, etc.) and elements of natural origin (people–personnel);
- “Multi-level”—a system may have several levels of management (at the level of the company’s top management and departments), and in the structure—it consists of several subsystems, and those in turn—from elements;
- “Dynamic”—significant changes in time will be in the process of organizing railway tourism (in the structure of management, functioning efficiency, etc.);
- “Open”—entry of substances, energy, and information from the external environment change a system;
- “For a defined goal”—since the system for ensuring the successful functioning of companies is created and operates for a defined goal, namely, the implementation of railway tourism;
- “With combined control”—automatic, semiautomatic, automated, organizational management structures;
- “Managerial competency”.

Thus, in Figure 2, specific properties and principles have been formulated based on the synthesis of process and stakeholder approaches using the conceptual apparatus of the theory of systems. According to the authors’ opinion, the formation and functioning of companies that will organize rail touristic trips should be based on them.

3. Research Methodology

The companies which determine their strategic plan with aim toward the opening of certain tourist routes using railway rolling stock, are developing and implementing anti-crisis measures. Among these are large-scale planning with regard to potential internal and external risks and threats that can be distinguished [65,66].

On the basis of the latter, the authors developed multi-stage economic and mathematical models that will allow operating companies to assess risks when planning tourist routes by railway, to determine the order of construction or starting routes, and to assess the profitability of tourist routes (TR).

While developing multi-stage planning of models, the railway tourist routes are regarded as specified. Let us consider possible variants of decisions depending on the type of initial information. The authors approved the following: conditional variants of
tourist routes (TR) at the railway area are marked with a letter “N”. For consideration, five conditional TR are admitted, which are distinguished by duration and comfort.

All routes are presented in such a way that it would be possible to compare their profitability per year. Restrictions on traction and rolling stock are common for all variants of alternative routes.

The task of optimal planning is to define such variable values that meet models’ restrictions and provide maximum profitability. The results by appropriate variants are:

- N1 is one TR;
- N2 is one TR, but taking into account risks;
- N3 is a group of TR, which together meet restrictions on available resources;
- N4 is a group of TR, which together meet restrictions on available resources taking into account risks;
- N5 is the co-operation of TR, which provides maximum profitability when combining routes.

For all variants, one should define descriptions of individual routes, each of which is presented in models by a separate binary variable. The permissible values of variables and tolerance region of production and economic indicators are established.

We offer models and algorithms for optimal planning of tourism activity, considering risk conditions. Let us consider the formation of structures and model components in planning according to N1–N5 variants. To do this, a model for the variant of N1 planning is defined. On its basis, other N2–N5 settings are formed further. In the conditions of the existence of certain variants for tourist routes $$M_i, i \in M$$ any implementation of optimal plans is to calculate numbers or indices of some subset of routes $$M_I$$. Let us denote binary variables that correspond some route with $$x_i \in \{0, 1\}$$, $$(i = 1, m)$$, where: $$m$$ is the total number of tourist routes, and the value $$x_i = 1$$ means a decision on the inclusion of the route to the optimal plan. The general vector in problem solutions of planning has the form:

$$\bar{X} = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_m)$$ (1)

In order to establish the connection of the railway network and realizing the capability for tourist routes service with the same traction rolling stock we introduce a connectivity matrix:

$$CX = [c_{ij}] m \times m$$ (2)

where $$c_{ij} = 1$$ if railway routes are linked, $$c_{ij} = 0$$ if they are not linked.

For all TR, variants in organizing tourist railway transportation are formed separately. On each route, we will consider various variants for organizing tourist railway transportation $$z_i$$ (they differ in the travel time and level of comfort). Let us denote:

$$z_{ik} \in Z_i, i \in M$$ (3)

In the next stage, we analogically denote calculations of the cost of opening various versions of tourist service:

$$s_{ik} \in S_i, i \in M$$ (4)

Matrices $$z_i$$ and $$S_i$$ define in the model the activities of tourism operators on the route $$M_i, i \in M$$. In order to form a general model of tourist activities, one needs to enter the objective function. The optimal planning task will be:

$$\{W(\bar{X}) = R_i(\bar{X}) \} \Rightarrow \max_{\bar{X} \in G_x}$$ (5)

where $$G_x$$ is the tolerance region of the parameters of plans defined on the base $$\bar{X}$$ (1); $$R_i(\bar{X})$$ corresponds to the optimality indicator of N1 variant, $$W(\bar{X})$$ corresponds to any other model of optimal planning. A set of constraints $$G_x$$ consists of the following components in the organizing tourist railway transportation:
To set the initial values of variables and assessment of the objective function

\[ G_k(\mathbf{X}) \leq 0, \quad k \in \{ T, V, C, t, I, P \} \]  
\[ x_i \in \{0, 1\}, \quad (i = \overline{1, m}); \quad N_X = 2^m \]  

where:
- \( G_T(\mathbf{X}) \) — availability of a traction rolling stock;
- \( G_V(\mathbf{X}) \) — availability of a passenger rolling stock;
- \( G_C(\mathbf{X}) \) — coherence of routes;
- \( G_t(\mathbf{X}) \) — restrictions on the travel time;
- \( G_I(\mathbf{X}) \) — availability of infrastructure;
- \( G_P(\mathbf{X}) \) — investment restrictions.

The investment economic-mathematical model [67] of optimal planning of development of railway tourism as a choice of one route from set \( M_i, \quad i \in M_I \), and the best on the indicators of net present value are defined by Ratios (1)–(7). Equation (7) indicates the number of possible variants of plans among which optimal on the criterion is selected (5).

Through the selection of variables (1), the model of multi-stage planning of tourist activities is a model of discrete mathematical programming, considering (7) it can be implemented by the brute-force search. At the same time, it is necessary to take into consideration the variants of settings, in which groups of routes are determined and ordered regarding their readiness, as well as the availability of investments. In order to form an algorithm of numerical implementation (1), (5)–(7), we present the structure of an individual route in this form:

\[ St_i[M_{i}, \, R_{t}, \ell_{i}, T_{i}, \ell_{i}, T_{i}, SP_{i}(t), Z_{i}, S_{i}, RTur_{i}] \]

where:
- \( M_i \) — a tourist route identifier (TR);
- \( R_{t} \) — a list of railway nodes belonging to a specific TR;
- \( \ell_{i} \) — TR length;
- \( T_{i} \) — TR travel time;
- \( S_{i} \) — the estimated costs of tourist service variants in accordance with (4);
- \( RTur_{i} \) — the expected number of tourists on a particular TR.

The algorithm for implementing the model (1), (5)–(7) is as follows:

1. To set the initial values of variables and assessment of the objective function

\[ \mathbf{X}(0) = (x_1 = 0, \ x_2 = 0, \ldots, x_m = 0); \quad R_1(\mathbf{X}) = R_{1\text{min}}; \quad \mathbf{X}_{opt} = \mathbf{X}(0) \]

2. To set the initial counter value of variants \( CN_x = 0 \). The binary representation of the number \( CN_x \) gives a variant to implement a tourist activity plan \( x_i \in \{0, 1\}, \quad (i = \overline{1, m}) \)

3. To finish the optimization procedure. In case \( CN_x + 1 \) is larger than \( N_X = 2^m \), go to point 9.

4. To form the current vector of activity variants \( \mathbf{X}(CN) \), in which value \( x_i = 1 \) indicates the inclusion of the route to the plan.

5. To set for each \( x_i = 1 \) a counter of variants number for realizing \( z_{ik} \) with matrices \( z_{i}, \quad z_{ik} \in Z_{i}. \)

6. To calculate the model indicators (5)–(7).

7. To check the system of restrictions (6). If conditions are not met, then return to point 3.

8. To perform a comparison of the preliminary value of the objective function \( R_{1+}(\mathbf{X}) \) with current \( R_{1}(\mathbf{X}) \). At \( < R_{1+}(\mathbf{X}) \leq R_{1}(\mathbf{X}) \) to change \( R_{1+}(\mathbf{X}) \) for \( R_{1}(\mathbf{X}) \), to remember \( \mathbf{X}_{opt} = \mathbf{X}. \) Go to point 3.

9. To obtain results of optimal planning \( \{ \mathbf{X}_{opt}; \ R_{1+}(\mathbf{X}_{opt}) \} \).

Choosing a group of optimal tourist routes on condition of risks (variants for N3, N4 settings) can be implemented if the system of restrictions is performed simultaneously for
all selected routes. Meaningfully, such a decision is possible when providing the coherence of routes, the sufficiency of rolling stock units, the readiness of the infrastructure, and the like. The main forms of criteria in the deterministic case N3 are:

\[
\left\{ W(\mathbf{X}) = \sum_k R_k(\mathbf{X}) \right\} \Rightarrow \max_{\mathbf{X} \in G_3}
\]

On condition of risk N4:

\[
\left\{ W(\mathbf{X}) = \sum_k R_k(\mathbf{X}) + M[f_{kn}(\mathbf{X}, Y(\mathbf{X}, \theta)), \theta)] \right\} \Rightarrow \max_{\mathbf{X} \in G_4}
\]

With index «k» we designate the route numbers, which together are included in the group of optimal; \(\theta = \theta_1, \theta_2, \ldots, \theta_s\)—sets of random states that define a certain predictable scenario of implementing the failure (changes in the processes of track development, purchasing of rolling stock units, lack of timely investment support, etc.). Other designations of planning models (9)–(10) keep those previously established. Models of co-operation of routes to provide a maximum of total profitability when they are combined differ by the definition of the trips implementation frequency on each route that has been included to the optimal group. In them, unlike settings (9)–(10), the frequencies of trips implementation are calculated for which maximum profitability is ensured. Implementation of these requirements may be represented by efficiency criteria of the following tasks of optimal planning:

\[
\left\{ W(\mathbf{X}) = \sum_k v(\theta_k) R_k(\mathbf{X}) \right\} \Rightarrow \max_{\mathbf{X} \in G_4} \sum_i v(\theta_i) = 1
\]

\[
\left\{ W(\mathbf{X}) = \sum_k v_k(R_k(\mathbf{X}) + M[f_{kn}(\mathbf{X}, Y(\mathbf{X}, \theta)), \theta)]) \right\} \Rightarrow \max_{\mathbf{X} \in G_4}
\]

The condition of standardization \(\sum_i v(\theta_i) = 1\) is used for variants of routes from (1), which were included to the optimal plan \(\mathbf{X}_{opt}\). The objective function determining the rate of the net present value (NPV), is as follows:

\[
NPV = \sum_{t=0}^{T} \frac{\sum(L_t - B_t)(1 - \frac{\gamma}{100}) + A_t \cdot \frac{\gamma}{100} - K_t}{(1 + E_m)^t} + R \rightarrow \max
\]

where:

- \(L_t\) annual income;
- \(B_t\) annual costs;
- \(\gamma\) income tax, %;
- \(A_t\) depreciation payments;
- \(K_t\) annual investments;
- \(t\) a number of a target year, \(t = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, T\);
- \(R\) reversion;
- \(E_m\) real discount rate.

The authors suggest that the general criterion (5) of an optimal planning model takes a specific form (13), and the calculation parameters and restrictions are given below. While forming an algorithm for implementing a model of discrete optimization, we propose the following:

- The performance of the independence principle of indicators on individual tourist routes, that allow constructing the additive calculation models;
- Carrying out of requirements in the coherence of routes on the entire railway polygon.
We will consider the introduction of each railway route as a project—$Pr_{i}(t)$. In order to establish optimal priority at the start of tourist routes, we form the next matrix of economic expediency of productive activity at stages:

$$E(Pr_{i}) = |e(i, t)|$$

(14)

where elements $e(i, t)$ determine the effectiveness of projects by Formula (8) in relation to routes $M_i$ if they begin in period $t$. It should be noted that in Matrix (14) all elements $e(i, t)$ are calculated based on the number of implementation variants $z_{ik}$ by matrices $z_i, z_{ik} \in Z_i$. That is, the best assessments of the characteristics in the phasing introduction of TR to the plan are maintained. According to the independence principle of routes, the matrix can be arranged by reducing the efficiency index $e(i, t)$. The effectiveness matrix for TR ordering in the future is applied to form optimal variants of implementing a multi-stage investment model for planning the railway tourism development. The phase of routes or routes groups is set by the indicator of period $t$.

4. Results

Summary algorithm for implementing the model (1)–(14) for setting N1 variant is as follows:

1. To set the initial values of variables and objective function assessment $\bar{X}(0) = (x_1 = 0, x_2 = 0, \ldots, x_m = 0); NPV_{1s}(\bar{X}) = NPV_{1min}; \bar{X}_{opt} = \bar{X}(0)$.
2. To set the initial counter value for variants $CN_x = 0$. Note that the binary representation of number $CN_x = 0$. This means that the binary representation of number $CN_x$ gives a variant for implementing the tourist activity plan $x_i \in \{0, 1\}, (i = 1, m)$.
3. To generate next variant $CN_x + 1$. In case $CN_x + 1$ is larger than $N_x = m$, finish the optimization procedure and go to point 9.
4. To form on the base of $CN_x$ the current vector for variants of activity $X(CN)$, where the value $x_i = 1$ indicates the inclusion of the route to the current plan.
5. To set for each $x_i = 1$ a counter of variants number for implementation $z_{ik}$ by matrices $z_i, z_{ik} \in Z_i$.
6. To calculate the model indicators (5)–(14).
7. To check the system of restrictions (6). In case of failure to meet the requirements, go to point 3.
8. To perform the comparing values of objective function $NPV_{1s}(X)$ with current $NPV_{1s}(\bar{X})$. At $< NPV_{1s}(\bar{X}) \leq NPV_{1s}(X)$ to replace $NPV_{1s}(\bar{X})$ by $NPV_{1s}(X)$, to remember $\bar{X}_{opt} = \bar{X}$. Go to point 3.
9. To obtain the result of optimal planning $\{\bar{X}_{opt}; NPV_{1s}(\bar{X}_{opt})\}$.

The above-mentioned algorithm is suitable for calculating the models of all settings. Meaningfully, a simplified algorithm for N1 is as follows:

- For the selected route $M_i$ in Matrix (14) from the ordering, the first element is selected $e(i, t)$, for which conditions of the acceptable decision are fulfilled (6);
- Indicator (13) obtained for it is compared with similar indicators of other TR according to point 8.

In the group formulation of tasks, the general algorithm remains, but the multiplicity of group elements of optimal routes is taken into consideration. Namely:

- For those generated in accordance with points 3 and 4, a TR group is determined to verify the admissibility by (6) and effectiveness by (13);
- For each route project $Pr_{i}(t)$ that has been included to the group of a generated variant, the best variants by effectiveness are selected from Matrix (14);
- For the variants selected at the previous stage, the conditions of acceptable decision (13) are checked (13);
In case of performing the constraint system, go to point 8. If a variant is unacceptable—for TR group in (14) the following by efficiency implementation from TR group is defined.

Due to the limited number of routes, as well as preliminary ordering, the optimal decision will be calculated by the final number of iterations. Let us develop models of choosing alternative tourist routes, considering the conditions of risk and co-operation. To do this, we will consider the task of planning and selecting the introduction of TR under conditions of certain deterministic parameters or under conditions of risks and in the cooperation of routes. Choosing the group of optimal TR in occurrence of changes (15) when organizing tourist rail transportations. Other components arise when probabilities (or subjective probabilities) of possible state perturbations or system parameters are known [34]. When modeling models in this case, we define the scenarios of failures $V_k$ for each possible change, that will be described by a separate template $S h_k (V_{k'}, H_{k'}, P_k)$. When modeling the optimal planning, we determine the value of the characteristic parameters of the conditions of uncertainty $\theta$, as well as for assessment of additional costs $H_l$ required to compensate the changes $P_k$. In doing so, values $\{ P(\theta_l) \}_l$ are set by expertise. Let us define states $\theta$ of changes as ranges $[d^1_l, d^2_l]$ in values of some deviations of total target figures.

$$\theta_l = \left[ d^1_l, d^2_l \right], h_l(\theta_l), \sum p(\theta_l) = 1,$$

where $h_l(\theta_l)$—specific assessments of additional costs for the plan revision under conditions $\theta_l$. Description of random parameters of models, as well as functions of additional costs, formalizes the position of two-stage models in the planning of railway tourism processes. The result of research data is a generalized two-stage planning model that has the form:

$$\{ W(\bar{X}) = NPV_1(\bar{X}) + M[f_h(\bar{X}, Y(\bar{X}, \theta), \theta)] \} \Rightarrow \max_{X \in G_x}$$

where $NPV_1(\bar{X})$ is a determinated function, this is a cost estimate of the planning vector when performing deterministic planning conditions;

- $f_h$—the function of additional costs necessary for the plan implementation in conditions $\theta$, $Y(X^{(i)}, \theta)$;
- $M$—expectation sign.

In implementation (16) using the methods of stochastic programming for some $X' \in G_x$ and for each $\theta_l \in \theta$, we calculate and summarize with $p(\theta_l)$ value $f_h(\bar{X}', Y', \theta_l)$, that together with NPV ($X$) give the assessment $X' : W(X')$, that measures quality $X' \in G_x$ within two-stage planning (16). In accordance with (16), the optimal decision $\bar{X}_{opt}$, provides a maximum of a net present value rate under conditions of expected additional costs in the occurrence of changes (15) when organizing tourist rail transportations. Other components of the model and the algorithm for implementing N2 formulation correspond to (1), (5)–(14). The criterion (16) summarizes models of choosing the group of optimal TR under conditions of risks and in the cooperation of routes. Choosing the group of optimal TR in deterministic parameters or under conditions of risks can be implemented if the system of restrictions is performed simultaneously for all selected routes. Due to the fact that settings and models of analysis and ordering of groups of railway routes are formed by simple combining of all activity variants, as well as restrictions for resources, the forms of criteria in a deterministic case N3 are:

$$\left\{ W(\bar{X}) = \sum_k NPV_k(\bar{X}) \right\} \Rightarrow \max_{X \in G_x}$$

Under conditions of risk N4:

$$\left\{ W(\bar{X}) = \sum_k NPV_k(\bar{X}) + M[f_{kh}(\bar{X}, Y(\bar{X}, \theta), \theta)] \right\} \Rightarrow \max_{X \in G_x}$$
The designation of planning models (17)–(18) keep those previously established. Models of co-operation of routes to provide a maximum of the total net value vary from models of criteria (18)–(19) by travel frequencies for each of TR, which were included in the optimal group. In these, the frequencies of trips are calculated for which the maximum total level of indicator is provided $NPV^* (X)$. The model can be applied to implement such additional requirements:

$$\begin{cases} W(X) = \sum_k NPV_k (X) + M[f_{kh}(X, Y(X, \theta), \theta)] \\ \sum_i v(\theta_i) = 1 \end{cases} \Rightarrow \max \frac{X \in C_x}{X \in \mathcal{G}} \sum_i v(\theta_i) = 1$$ (19)

Standardization condition $\sum_i v(\theta_i) = 1$ corresponds to those variants of tourist routes from the variable vector (1), which were included in the optimal plan $X_{opt}$. To calculate the optimal frequency values $\sum_i v(\theta_i) = 1$, with which it is necessary to select individual routes in an optimal cooperative plan $X_{opt}$ (in order to ensure the requirements for the acceptable decisions (6)–(7)), the task of linear programming is formed in relation to the number of performance of individual routes. The above models of planning of railway tourism development are formed based on the existence of a single investment center (the maximum profitability was as a criterion of optimality). At the initial stage, the organization of railway tourism is fairly a financial cost investment project. For opening tourist routes, one needs to repair or build a new transport and tourist infrastructure, buy a modern rolling stock, and envisage providing the transfer service for tourists with other modes of transport during a railway trip. Such a large-scale project is easier to launch for the investor group who can separately be responsible for their segment of organizing tourist railway transportation. If investors have a conflict of interest regarding the distribution of incomes from tourist activities, it is necessary to develop an appropriate economic-mathematical model.

In this case, the authors offer to apply the following model:

$$F_c(V) = \max \left[ \theta = \min \left( \frac{V_k}{D_k} \right) \right] = \theta_c$$ (20)

where:
- $V_k$ profit margin of k-th investor;
- $D_k$ investment volume of k-th investor.

The presented model takes into account the interests of investors, depending on their financial contribution to the opening of railway tourist routes.

**Multi-Criteria Multi-Stage Planning**

The given planning models of the railway tourism regional development are formed provided there are definite conditions of interests of the united investment center. That is why the maximum values of the total income are represented as optimum criteria. The models mentioned above do not envisage participation in the project and competition with several investors (UH(K)) who are interested in the urgent development of the different tourism routes. We are to consider briefly some problems of formalization of the competition mechanisms and their efficiency analysis. First of all, the given criteria are based on the rule of the external solution of the conflicts among UH (K). In this case, the mechanism of the redistribution of the obtained maximum income is established outside the planning model. The creation and realization of such a mechanism is connected with the solution of many non-formal problems, which are not discussed in this paper. The game principle of the guaranteed result is offered to be used as a method of conflict solution UH (K), which realize the demand of the equality of the infrastructure investors

$$F_c(V) = \max \left[ \theta = \min \left( \frac{V_k}{D_k} \right) \right] = \theta_c$$ (21)
where $V$—is a value of K-investor’s income, and $D_k$—the volume of their investment. The realization of the planning model with the criteria (21) permits to choose tourists routes and the trip frequencies which provide income $UH\ (K)$ corresponding to their contribution in the project of the railway tourism development. We are to analyze the numerical realization of the calculation algorithm of the choice of the tourism routes variants in the conventional example (Tables 1–9).

The example of the calculation of income in the tourism routes variants.

For economic justification of building new or reconstructing the existing narrow-gauge railways in order to transport tourists, one should determine the amount of future tourist routes, their duration, the number of journeys and the structure of rolling stock during the year and the presence of tourist infrastructure and historical monuments in the district served by the narrow-gauge railway.

The article proposes a methodological approach that is based on the principle of determining the actual number of passengers and revenues from tourist transportations on the certain routes. Taken into account are the attractiveness of the route, price for tourist vouchers or travel tickets, minimization of the rolling stock number, and the cost of construction and income of the company. Table 1 represents the real data concerning the development of tourism and recreation in the Transcarpathian region for 2015. It should be said that they are greatly underestimated because they do not take into account a significant share of tourists staying in the apartments.

Table 1. The basic indicators of tourist and recreational activities in the Transcarpathian region.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name of the District or Town</th>
<th>The Number of Tourists and Vacationers, Thous</th>
<th>The Number of Travel Days, Thous</th>
<th>The Volume of Provided Tourist and Recreational Services, Thous. UAH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Berehove district</td>
<td>85,293</td>
<td>203,835</td>
<td>3527.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Velykoberezniianskyi district</td>
<td>no data available</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Vynohradiv district</td>
<td>2268</td>
<td>3491</td>
<td>1004.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Volovets district</td>
<td>3327</td>
<td>7544</td>
<td>793.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Irshava district</td>
<td>2118</td>
<td>16,627</td>
<td>641.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Mizhhirya district</td>
<td>13,771</td>
<td>57,041</td>
<td>9567.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Mukachevo district</td>
<td>26,677</td>
<td>291,118</td>
<td>96,586.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Perechyn district</td>
<td>4739</td>
<td>76,474</td>
<td>7001.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Rakhiv district</td>
<td>26,550</td>
<td>73,122</td>
<td>13,571.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Svaliava district</td>
<td>25,229</td>
<td>317,696</td>
<td>140,348.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Tyachiv district</td>
<td>32,595</td>
<td>66,567</td>
<td>7490.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Uzhborod district</td>
<td>9955</td>
<td>26,416</td>
<td>6287.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Khust district</td>
<td>63,478</td>
<td>172,089</td>
<td>36,989.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Uzhhorod</td>
<td>22,532</td>
<td>36,867</td>
<td>14,659.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Mukachevo</td>
<td>8753</td>
<td>10,351</td>
<td>1684.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Khust</td>
<td>5433</td>
<td>19,506</td>
<td>2748.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Berehove</td>
<td>5817</td>
<td>12,518</td>
<td>1527.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>338,535</td>
<td>1,391,262</td>
<td>344,431.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If we analyze the initial data from Table 1, we can conclude that at the first stage of construction the tourist narrow-gauge railway line should be laid on the route: Berehove-Khmelnyk-Vynohradiv-Khust-Mizhhirya-Lysychovo-Svaliava. At the second launch area of construction, one should extend the narrow-gauge line on the route Svalaiva-Mukachevo-Irshava and therefore to make the ring railway line. One can also complete the construction of the narrow-gauge line in the area Irshava-Lysychovo that will enable the development of this region.

It should be said that tourism and recreational activities in the Transcarpathian region for the previous reporting years several times exceeded the volumes presented in Table 1. Therefore, further research will take into account all the tourists, living in private hotels and apartments, as well as the additional flow of potential passengers, who will come to
Transcarpathia to travel the new railway. The number of these potential tourists can be up to 2 million people.

Some demand for the railway transportation already exists, but one should conduct the basic marketing research to identify this demand. Table 2 presents the estimated indicators of demand for transfer and tourist transportations by the narrow-gauge lines.

Table 2. Estimated indicators of the tourism and recreational activities in the Transcarpathian region at the 1st stage of construction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name of the District or Town</th>
<th>The Number of Tourists and Vacationers, Thous.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Berehove district</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Velykobereznianskyi district</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Vynohradiv district</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Volovets district</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Irshava district</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Mizhhirya district</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Mukachevo district</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Perechyn district</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Rakhiv district</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Svaliava district</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Tyachiv district</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Uzhhorod district</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Khust district</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Uzhhorod</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Mukachevo</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Khust</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Berehove</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total number of tourists and vacationers 1050

The estimated number of tourists who will use the narrow-gauge railway 63

The tourists who will use the narrow-gauge railway

1 Pupils of Ukrainian schools 3
2 Students 4
3 Residents of Ukraine 20
4 Representatives of neighboring European countries 6

Total estimated number of tourists who will use the narrow-gauge railway 96

Table 2 presents the estimated number of tourists who have the opportunity to travel by narrow-gauge lines. However, if one calculates the rolling stock for this number of potential customers, it will need large investments. Therefore, for the first stage of construction it is proposed to purchase only six railcars and five tourist trains, which will consist of two cars of the second class, one car of the first class, dining car, maintenance car, and the train locomotive. It is proposed to determine the possible number of transported tourists on the basis of the total capacity of these cars, their travel term, the number of journeys per year, and average annual train occupancy (Table 3).

At this, it is proposed the following movement organization of rolling stock on the narrow gauges:

On the route Svaliava- Lysychovo-Mizhhirya will be organized three journeys of the railcars per day with a capacity of 24 seats in each. A total of 525 such excursions per year is expected. The railcars are also supposed to be used for transfer transportations of the tourists who came by the broad gauge from the stations Svaliava and Mukachevo to tourist sites and, in addition, for transportation of tourists, residents of cities and villages, and of hotels and restaurant employees that have access to the narrow-gauge railway.
Table 3. Calculation of the estimated number of tourists who will have the opportunity to travel by the narrow-gauge lines upon the condition of using the capacity of the available rolling stock, provided certain traffic management.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Route</th>
<th>Number of Seats in Rolling Stock</th>
<th>The Type of Rolling Stock</th>
<th>The Number of Journeys per Day, Units</th>
<th>The Number of Journeys per Year, Units</th>
<th>Fill Factor of the Rolling Stock</th>
<th>Total Number of Tourists, Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Svaliava-Lysychovo-Mizhhirya</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Railcar</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer transportation of passengers between stations and hotels including the workers and local population</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Railcar</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>30,240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Svaliava-Mukachevo-Irshava-Berehove</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Train with 2 cars of the second class and 1 car of the first class</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>15,360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berehove-Khmelnyk-Vynohradiv-Khust-Mizhhirya-Lysychovo-Svaliava</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Train with 2 cars of the second class and 1 car of the first class</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>23,040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>81,240</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the two-day route Svaliava-Mukachevo-Irshava-Khmelnik-Berehove and return, it is supposed to use the narrow-gauge train with five cars (two cars of the second class, one car of the first class, dining car, and the special car) having 64 seats. For this route, there will be involved two rolling stocks running every other day.

The route Berehove-Khmelnik-Vynohradiv-Khust-Mizhhirya-Lysychovo-Svaliava is intended for 3 days. This direction also provides the use of the narrow-gauge train of five cars (two cars of the second class, one car of the first class, dining car, and the special car) having 64 seats.

Firstly, one should determine the most attractive routes for tourist travels by railway. On the basis of the above-mentioned at the first stage of construction of the narrow-gauge railway, the following routes can be proposed: Svaliava–Lysychovo (length 30 km), Lysychovo–Mizhhirya (24 km), Mizhhirya–Khust (60 km), Khust–Vynohradiv (25 km), Vynohradiv–Khmelnik (19.6 km), Khmelnik–Berehove (25 km), Khmelnik–Irshava (15 km), Irshava–Mukachevo (33 km), and Mukachevo–Svalyava (26 km). In these towns, the stop of tourist trains or railcars is provided.

The tourist train stops at the stations for landing the tourists who transfer to the minibuses or the ordinary buses, the capacity of which corresponds to the number of tourists who want to continue the tour. After each tour, a group of tourists boards the bus and goes to the restaurant or to the railway station and then travels by train. At the end of the day, the train brings tourists to the hotel (apartments) for their rest and meals. The price includes accommodation in a hotel and morning breakfast. After that, tourists go to the city excursions, and then buses bring them to the railway station.

For tourist meals during the travel, the train additionally includes a dining car, or the buffet car depending on the length of the route and class of the train. Afterward, the tour buses bring the tourists from the terminal station to the hotel. Thus, throughout the tour, buses carry out the transfer transportation of tourists from the trains to tourist sites, restaurant, hotel, and return.

On the route Svaliava-Lysychovo-Mizhhirya, the railcars can perform the tourist transportation by small groups of 16 or 24 people. They transport tourists by both the railway and the road that is very convenient because there is no need to change the train for minibuses. If the number of tourists will increase, on the given route can be introduced the running of tourist trains of three cars (including two cars of the second class).
Table 4. Calculation of the total revenue of tourism company from transfer and tourist transportation by narrow-gauge railways.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Route</th>
<th>Total Number of Tourists</th>
<th>The Average Cost of the Ticket or Transfer, UAN</th>
<th>Total Revenue on the Route, UAN</th>
<th>Total Revenue on the Route, USD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Svaliava-Lysychovo-Mizhhiryanye</td>
<td>12,600</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>5,040,000</td>
<td>201,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer transportations of passengers between stations and hotels including the workers and local population</td>
<td>30,240</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>2,116,800</td>
<td>84,672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Svaliava-Mukachevo-Irshava-Berehove</td>
<td>15,360</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>21,504,000</td>
<td>860,160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berehove-Khmelnyk-Vynohradiv-Khust-Mizhhiryanye-Lysychovo-Svaliava</td>
<td>23,040</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>46,080,000</td>
<td>1,843,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>81,240</td>
<td></td>
<td>74,740,800</td>
<td>2,989,632</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Taking into account the mentioned estimated flow of tourists, the revenue of the railway company from tourist and transfer transportations can be calculated (Table 4).

As a result of the proposed measures, one can expect an increase of passenger traffic on the railroad, image improvement of the railways within the country and abroad, attraction of additional funds to renew the outdated infrastructure and rolling stock, restoration of the objects of cultural and historical significance, and the creation of new jobs.

The authors propose further development of the purpose exploitation of the railway transport as a separate kind of the economy with the provision of the classification of the main types of the railway tourism: cruise and sightseeing ones, transfer transportation on the wide- and narrow-gauge lines.

The authors propose to construct a railway tourism ring in Ukraine on the narrow-gauge line according to the route: Svaliava-Mukachevo-Irshava-Beregovo-Vinogradovo-Khust-Mizhhiryanye.

This paper is the first in the railway tourism sphere to put under research a task of making an economic-mathematical model of discrete optimal planning. The latter is elaborated for determining sets of effective routes, which are the most profitable ones while meeting the established system of requirements, that restricts tourist operators’ activity. The preconditions of such a task are determined by the following. On the railway polygon there usually exists a track of 62 km long; in addition, it is planned to put 198 km of narrow gauge. Such measures will allow to include into the zone of the tourist railway a majority of tourist objects which are located in the stations of Beregove, Khmelnyk, Vinogradiv, Irshava, Khust, Vuchkove, Mizhhiryanye, Lusuchovo, Svaliava, Mukachevo, and Dovge in Ukraine. The main characteristics of the project components are supposed to be known, namely, general cost of the passenger carriages, restrictions as for the general cost of the locomotives, carriages of the first class, carriages of the second class, carriage-buffets, special carriages, and rail mobiles (Table 5).

In the planning, model tourist routes (Table 5) are represented by separate binary variables. From the content point of view, the task of the optimal planning includes determination of such variable values which meet the model restrictions and provide maximum evaluation of the profitability index (or another economics index of the tourist activity efficiency).
Table 5. Variants of the possible routes, train structures, and the potential number of tourists.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route Number</th>
<th>Route Name</th>
<th>Route Duration</th>
<th>Rolling Stock</th>
<th>Total after the First Stage Introduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Svalyava-Lusuchovo-Mizhgirya-Svalyava</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Railmobile</td>
<td>11,520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Svalyava-Mizhgirye-Khust-Lusuchkovo-Svalyava</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Train of 4 carriages (2 carriages of the second class)</td>
<td>12,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Svalyava-Mizhgirye-Khust-Beregove (one way)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Train of 5 carriages (2 carriages of the 2nd class, 1 car of the first class)</td>
<td>15,360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Svalyava-Lusuchovo-Mizhgirye-Khust-Vinogradiv-Khmelnik-Beregove-Vinogradiv (one way)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>The train “Pearl of Carpathians” (4 cars of the first class)</td>
<td>10,080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Svalyava-Lusuchovo-Mizhgirye-Vuchkive-Khust-Vinogradiv-Khmelnik-Beregove (one way)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Train of 6 carriages (4 carriages of the second class)</td>
<td>18,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: development of authors.

As for the calculation of the potential tourist numbers, the authors propose different methods for the railways of different gauges. Thus, for the wide-gauge line, the authors suggest the use of the following formula:

\[ \text{PKT} = \text{KPT} \times k_d \times k_{inf} \]

Here, PKT is the proposed tourist number;

KPT is the tourist number in the reported year who used any kind of tourism according the state statistic service, in the tourist number;

k_d is the coefficient which includes an annual demand for the railway trips. It is calculated according the result of the anonymous questionnaire;

k_{inf} is the coefficient which includes the present railway infrastructure as for the tourism objects. This is determined provided the time of the tourist bus transportation is no more than an hour.

The prospective number of tourist who will use narrow-gauge lines can be calculated according the formula:

\[ \text{PKT} = \text{PKVG} \times k_{tour \_year} + \text{PKPR} \times k_{pr \_tour} + \text{PKMM} \times k_{local} \]

Here, PKT is a prognosis of the tourist number in the railway transportation who will use local hotels, private apartments and railway transfer during the year;

k_{tour \_year} is a prognosis coefficient which includes fluctuations of the tourist number during a year;
PKPR is a prognosis number of the staff which will work at the tourist object and which will use railway transportation during a year; 

\( K_{\text{tour,year}} \) is a prognosis coefficient which includes fluctuations of the number of the service staff during a year; 

PKMM is a prognosis number of the local residents who will use railway transportation during a year; it is determined according to the population number in the zone of the transportation with taking into account a coefficient which included a part of the population which will use this railway, the number of people; 

\( K_{\text{local}} \) is a prognosis coefficient which includes fluctuations of the local residents who will use the railway during a year.

The proposed scientific approach as for determining the prospective number of potential tourists allows estimating the long-term amount of the passenger transportation, the structure of the railway rolling stock, and the fleet of rail mobiles and automobile transfers. Nowadays, this approach is not present in Ukraine because railway tourism on the narrow-gauge lines is a single character.

The results of the calculated net value of the given routes according to Table 4 and the formula 

\[
NPV = -I_0 + \sum (\prod_k - B_k) / (1 + i)^n
\]

are given in Table 6. In this, \( i \) is a discount stake, an accepted \( i = 11 \).

**Table 6.** Money Flow before and after Re-Distribution of the Annual Expenses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Route Number</th>
<th>Money Flow before and after Re-Distribution of the Annual Expenses, in Thousands, US Dollars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>93,081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36,204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>534,739,53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-143,456,79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: development of authors.

Thus, the re-distribution of the planned annual expenses and money flows results in substantial changes of the given net value of every project for tourism route development (Table 7).

**Table 7.** Redistributed annual costs and cash flow conditional tourist routes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Route Number</th>
<th>I_0</th>
<th>B_1</th>
<th>B_2</th>
<th>B_3</th>
<th>B_4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>22,478</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>91,000</td>
<td>35,483.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>2,000,000</td>
<td>837,737.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Route Number</th>
<th>I_0</th>
<th>Π₁</th>
<th>Π₂</th>
<th>Π₃</th>
<th>Π₄</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>22,478</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>27,560</td>
<td>175,000</td>
<td>100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>1,128,800</td>
<td>800,000</td>
<td>1,200,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: development of authors.

We are to give a conventional calculation as for two-stage models in order to choose an optimal variant. For example, it is necessary to choose a better route from two chosen ones, taking into consideration uncertainty of the number of tourists (Table 8).

**Table 8.** Initial data for two-stage conditional planning models tourist routes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Route Number</th>
<th>Expenses, in Thousands, US Dollars</th>
<th>The Number of Tourists, People</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1000–3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Certainty = 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Income 1, Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>226,483.2</td>
<td>80,640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2,839,737.6</td>
<td>907,200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: development of authors.
The results of the calculations in Tables 6 and 9 represent considerable planning possibilities of tourism operators’ activities thanks to the optimal choice of the succession of routes introduction. It should be performed on the basis of the models of the tourism potential development which are proposed in this paper.

Table 9. The Money Flow with the Account of the Uncertainty of the Tourists Quantity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Route Number</th>
<th>The Money Flow with the Account of the Uncertainty of the Tourists Quantity, Thousand Dollars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>31,564.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>63,302.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: development of authors.

5. Conclusions

The tourist industry influences the key industries of economics, such as transport and communications, trade, hotels and restaurants, health care, and agriculture. Tourism is closely connected with the use of historical and natural heritage, study of traditions and cultures of different countries, and is therefore a good example of how to coordinate problem solving of economic growth and sustainable development.

Solving this problem requires a careful study of the existing possibilities and potential development of railway transport, identifying the use areas of its mode when organizing tourist traffic.

After mitigating quarantine restrictions it is expected that the tourism industry will be restored. At the same time, there will be a new development of spheres of production and service involved in the organization of passenger transportation. Given the global trends toward the sustainable development of society, there are prerequisites for the usage of railway transport for tourist needs. This will add attractiveness to the rail sector and optimize the work of operating companies. For more efficient planning of railway travel, a system of organizational and functional support of development for railway tourism is offered, and multi-stage economic and mathematical models are developed. They will allow us to take risks into account when planning tourist routes by rail, determine the order of construction or start of routes, and assess their profitability. In further studies, a number of additional factors will be taken into account [67–69], which affect the optimal operation of companies concerning the organization of railway tourism transportation.

Here we mean a wide range of risks—from falling demand for one or another tourist route from tourists’ side to a sharp increase in the cost of tourist rolling stock by manufacturers and many other risks.

The article presents economic-mathematical models of multi-stage planning for the optimal development of the railway tourism sphere on any railway polygon, near which there is already a developed tourist infrastructure or it is possible to build it. At the same time, on the basis of two-stage models of discrete mathematical programming with regards to the possible risks, we determined optimal (according to the criterion of net present value) railway tourist routes by railway. The system of constraints of models takes into consideration the requirements for rolling stock, the number of tourists and trips; the volume of investments under the stages of the project implementation, requirements for the number of certain categories of routes, and suchlike.

The proposed methodology is grounded on the connectivity law of the railway network, the independence of the functioning of individual tourist routes, additivity of the functions in assessing the performance of companies that would organize the railway tourism.

Originality is to obtain new economic and mathematical models and algorithms of multi-stage planning for the processes of tourist companies or investors, in the light of risks providing an ordered selection of optimal (according to the criterion of net present value) routes of the railway tourism.
The results of the research provide opportunities for optimizing the processes of planning of the railway tourism development, which is determined by optimal ordering in the sequence of introducing railway tourist routes in action from a certain group of pre-planned routes. In doing so, it is assumed to manage risks of possible disturbances of the planning model parameters, which determines the indicated sphere of activity.

The results of the research provide the possibility of improving the efficiency of tourist railway operator companies at the stage of determining and choosing the sphere of activity.

The results of our planning models realization include the task of the succession of the railway tourism routes due to the present and future infrastructure, availability of the rolling stock etc., which provide maximum planned income for every participant in the tourism operation for a definite period. The calculation samples, which are represented here, show certain possibilities of the proposed models for the choice of the succession of the railway tourism routes as a factor of the development of the regional tourism potential.

The economic-mathematical models proposed by the authors have successfully passed the approbation period in Ukraine. In this article some complex issues, which should be solved while developing models, are noted. Taking into consideration some recommendations of the law-abiding character, the complex research is done as for the development of the tourist branch of economy in Ukraine. Firstly, the full revision of all narrow-gauge railways has been made in the Zakarpatsky region. Secondly, the analysis of the places of tourism and recreation has been performed with the calculation of the visit numbers for year. Thirdly, the tourist rolling stock has been designed, that consists of contemporary carriages of different application. Fourthly, ten tourists routes of different length have been developed for the designed tourist ring. The planning model, mentioned above, is designed for substantiation of the step-by-step introduction of the proposed tourist routes with the aim of the most profitability from their usage.
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